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1. Extent of coverage of course 2. Work Load of the Subject

3. Applicability/relevance to real life situation 4. Relevance of the subject in relation to the understanding of
major field.

5. Availablity of text book. 6.Relevance of the subject covered to the examination/tests

7. Additional remedial teaching for better understanding of
the subject

8. Overall rating
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Suggestions
1. Nice

2. I am satisfied

3. All is well

4. Kindly help for all

5. Good

6. English honours ar book khub kom jata darkar sata nai.

7. Good

8. Good

9. Good

10. Good

11. We want a short syllabus for every semester as the time between two semester is too short. It is impossible to cover up all syllabus to us in
this short time.

12. Very good on subject.

13. Good

14. Good

15. Outstanding

16. It's good

17. Good

18. We need short syllabus for every semester as the time between two semester is too short. So it is very hard to complete all syllabus for
exam.

19. Very good

20. Get new books in library

21. 1)we needs some suggestive books . 2)we needs some bench in our classroom.

22. If there is a Jim in our college it will be great

23. Our department is very good sir madam behaviour also good

24. College authority should provide study material.

25. There should be enough books in the library for reading.

26. Some comforts are needed as like in our classroom there should be some lights, there should be a good cantin. some books are not
available in our library so please have a look in it.

27. Study material is not enough for us

j
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28. College authority should provide study material

29. Good

30. Everything is quite good.

31. There is no in the library????????

32. Need book in library

33. Need campus facilities

34. Very good

35. We need to some books from campus library

36. ????? ???

37. We want many books at Library.

38. Good

39. Very good

40. Yes

41. ?? ???? ????? ???? ??? ?? ????????

42. Nothing

43. ???????????? ??????? ???? ?????, ?????? ???????? ???? ?????? ?????? ??? ????? ??????? ??????? ??????? ????

44. I am glad to provide you with my feedback about the college. My overall experience to date has been amazing, and the college is having an
amazing infrastructure. Your college has provided me with a number of opportunities to grow and explore my skill

45. Very good

46. Not at all.

47. Not at all

48. Yes

49. Increase English reference books in library

50. Teacher teaches us very Good

51. Good
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